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ABSTRACT: A calculation..1f the differential cross section foc the p-p elastic

collision is made, taking into account the contribution of a scalar,

vectorial, or tensorial intermediate meson. We have calculated the

second order of the penurbative approach, using the Feynmann dia-

grams techniques; the well •.known divergence of this series is

cutoffed supposing that the interaction among hadrons is non local.

DEF1NITION AND CALCULATION OF THE FOR~l FACTOR

In mis work we study the high energy p-p elastie seauering using a non"
local interaction model, proposed' by G. Waraghin 1, 2,3.

In chis theory. ir is supposed that rhe welI known divergenees, found in
me field rheory of slCong interaetions, arise from eonsidering the nucleons as
point-particles, whieh assumes rhar the interaetion is perfced}' loealized in spaee
and time. We avoid sueh hypothesis assuming that, due lO the extension of the
particles, the interaction takes place in a finite ..4-dimensional domain VI with a
lineal extension I comparable to the Compton wavelength of the nueleon. As a
consequence of this assumption, the momenta and rhe energies oí che particles
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resulting from [he collision are strongly curoffed. It can be demonstrared rhat,
in (his way, wc introduce in (he S-matrix a fono factorpreservingrhe usual propera
ties oC the S-marrix, such as relativisric covariance and unimrity. This form
factor is chasco in such a way thar [he macrocausality condition is al so fulfilled.

Following me prescription oí reference J, me cutoff invarianrs in momentum
space, dellned in (he vertex Ctames of in- gaiog and out- goiog particles, are:

with

t - I
G, =(1+0,)

2 • 1
G=(l+I)• •

2 ~
l. =(1 -1 k u")
• I "

(1)

(2)

(3)

where k is (he four-momenruffi ofrhe in-ga¡og and out-going partic1es, and u is
a four.\~ctor parallel ro (he toral momenrum in rhe venex frame (see a1so"). JJ.

°rhe form facw( G:t mus( be applied in an}' vencx and in 30y fine oí (he
Feynmann diagrams of the problem.o The ~time" cutoff G/ is associated with the
creatioTl operators, and G; with the destruction operators; they act in a diffcr.
em way on the crt:ated and on the absorbed pauic1es in ordernot to mix in.going
wüh out.going waves, cnsuring that one obmins onlr out"going wa"cs for futurc
limes, and onlr in-going wa"es arising from the past at points of Vi.

The "space" cutoff Gs modifies the statistical weightof each non.degener.
ate eigensmte of the momentum of the panic1es; it folIows immediately, from the
beha\'ior of Gs as functioll of p, that the higher momcma are les s probable than
the lower ones,

In our case the form factor which multiplies the matrix clemeO[ is

where the four"vectors p~, p~" p:, p~, are defined in fig. 1.

TIIE DlFFERENTlAL CROSS SECTION

Since the culOff operators are applied ro each lim,' and "enex of the Fevnmann
diagrams, we can assume that the higher order diagrams are stronglr cutoffcd, so
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mat the perturbative series may be convergent. For this reason, we ha ve onl}'
calculated the second order diagrams, arising from the interchange oC only one
meson. Since promns are no distinguishable particlcs, in arder to satisCy Pauli
principie, W~ take aIso into aCCount the diagrams with che final state interchanged.
We have considered the exchange of sealar, vector and tensor mesons.

al 01 RECT OIAGRAM

FIG. 1

b) EXCHANGE OIAGRAM

p'
1

The case oC scalar and vector intermediate mesons, (n-O and ¡:p), has been
studied in re£. (5) obtaining a good agreement with the experimental data, special-
Iy at large momentum transfers.

The good results obtained in the treatment of p-p annihilation with tensor
bosons as intermediate stares6, suggest us thar it will be interesting to scudy
che exchange al sueh mesons in p-p elastic scattering. We assume that the imer-
action lagrangian between tensor field and spinor (ield is7

( 5)

where rjJ ¡s the field function of the tensorial field. Aftei- a simple, but rather1-'"
long algebra, using the usual trace theorems, we have calculated the di fferential
cross section8; its dominant tcnn can be written as

da .....•_
dQ

1 u

32. (t-M')'
(6)
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where t, s and U are che Mandelstam invariants, M is me tensor meson mass6 and
mp is (he pro ron mass.

It can be demonsrrated [har rhe fonn faemcs, independently fTOm (he Datuce

ol intermediare particles which multiply me direct, exchange and mixing terms
in (he diHerencial cross sections, are respectively:

G 2 (1) = (1 + 1'1')" , [ 1 + l' (1' + m; )]"' [ 1 + 12 (1 + 4m~) r 2 (7)

G' (u) = (1 + 12u')' [ 1 + 12 (u' + m;) r' [ 1 + 12 (u + 4m;)r 2 (8)

G(I)G(u) = (1 +121')' [1 +I'(t'+m~)r '[1 +1'(1+ 4m~)r'

2 , --4 2, 2 ]-2 2 2 ]"'x(1+1 u) [1+1 (u +mp) [1+1 (u+4mp) (9)

where t'= t/4 and u'= u/4.
This differential cross section reproduces che experimencal data al very

high encegies ooly if we use a seroog cutoff, choosing 1- 1 •••..•mp; bUI che value oí
(da/di) _ ,even cutoffed, ¡ncreases with s, in contrast with [he experimemal

t -o .
data; furthermore, if we pIar

(do-) / (do-)
di di 1=0

given by ¡fl, pO and w exchangc agains( t, we obraio a good agreement with the
experimental data, taking 1- t = 2.5m in [he cutoff '(this value of I is almos[ [he
same as used in references (4)(S)(6)f. For these reasons we [hink tha[ [he
vector meson exchange is [he righ[ hypothesis. The expression for chis differ.
enrial cross scction is analogous to [he formula calculated in Ref (S), excep[
for {he new conuibu[ion of [he ~ meson and {he in[erference between nO, pU and
úJ. For example, we can write {he direc[ {enn as follows
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16m; t
+--

t _ m2

"
1
g2 (OPP + i'wP)¡
."p 2 2

m mp w

( 10)

The numeríeal values of this differenrial cross.section have been ploued
against I for rhree momenta of the incidenr proton (3. 4 and 10 gev/e in (he labo.

ratory system).
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The experimental paines are takenfrom reL (lO). Curves at higher
energies, with only 1To and ¡:fJ in che intermediare Slatc, are showed in che re£.
(5).

The theoretical values, as (he experimental afies, have beco nonnalized
by (do/dt)t =0 where [he forward scaucring cross section is obtained {rom che
experimental total cross seccion, with [he aid oí [he opticaI theorern; since che
theoretical differential eros s sections tor / = O have me sume ,Sedependence as
(he experimental anes, all (he curves anse froro che same point.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparing che contribution to [he diHeremial eros s secrion oí [he p_p
dastic col1ision, arisiog froro che exchangc oí scalar, vector and tensor mesons,
we can conclude chat che vector mesons reproduce the mos( importan( quali(a(ive
featu(es of (he experimental daca, if we use the form factor defined in (he first
secuon.

The quantitarive agreement is not completely sarisfacrory, because we
are neglecting (he contriburion of infinitely many imermedia(e process~s to the
p-p elasric collision, mainly the diffraction eUec( whieh is dominam near zero.
momen£Um transfer.

Neverrheless, the purpose of (his work was [o show [ha(, even if we (ake
ioto aceount only (he processes included in the easies( calcula(ion, in (he frame
of the perrurbarive approach, we can reproduce quire weIl the experimental data,
assuming the non.localiry of (he in(crac(ion among hadrons, and using almost
[he same value oC 1 ([he onIy arbitrary parameter in this model) as it has been
done in the ealculation of several other proeesses'" 5.6.

This non.loeaI interaction modeI will be te sted al so in p-p elas tic
seanering; the results will be published elsewhere.
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RESUMEN
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Se calcula la sección de choque diferencial para la colisión elástica pro-
tón.protán, tomando en cuenta la contribución de un mesón incermedio escalar,
vectorial o tensorial. El cálculo se lleva a cabo h"sta el segundo orden perrur.
barivo, mediante las técnicas de los diagramas de Feynman. La divergencia de
la serie se corrige introduciendo un factor de forma definida mediante la suposi-
ción de no localidad de la intersección entre hadtones.


